The increasing access requirements of distribution network in urban centers and the limited bay resources in power grid have formed a great contradiction. Accordingly, the bay resource optimization method based on hierarchical model is proposed in this paper. Outer planning selects attributive substations for loads to balance the substation capacity utilization, inner planning determines the association between load and bays in order to achieve the largest number of idle bays, the final bay resource allocation scheme can achieve maximum bay resource utilization. The practical example simulation results show that this method has good practicability, and can provide reference for the planning and construction of urban distribution network.
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With the rapid development of national economy, urban construction process increasingly is more and more fast, users demand increasingly urgent for power. But there exist serious contradiction between the growing demand for access for distribution network in city center and finite resources of grid spacing [1] [2] [3] .The case of shortage for grid spacing resources has already seriously affected the user's power supply reliability [4] [5] [6] [7] and economic development of the city. How to plan rationaly and scientificly for qualifying bay of existing substations has become the emphasis.
Currently, substation bay resources optimization has been discussed by some scholars. Reference [8] analyzed the using situation of urban distribution bay and listed optimization measures; Against to shortage of urban distribution bay, reference [9] compared and analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of common solutions, proposed the related measures for improving the utilization of bay. But measures mentioned above are more from the perspective of wiring or equipment while neglecting optimization the layout between load and the substation bay.
Combining engineering practice and considering the number of substation free space and used space load proportion, hierarchical model algorithm is proposed to optimize the layout among substations and further improve the utilization of bay resources for substation with constraints of power supply capacity of substation bay and line power supply radius.
Objective Function
Predigestion relation among substation, load and wires bay is illustrated by fig.1 and fig.2 :
Substation Substation
Bay Bay Defining home range matrix between load and substation: CM, the dimension of the matrix is (n sub1 +```n subm )×n load , the load is in corresponding bay of power supply radius while element is 1, the load is not in corresponding bay of power supply radius while element is 0.where n load represents the numbers of power supply load in region, n sub1 ,```,n subm represent the numbers of existing bay for every substation.
Defining incidence decision matrix between load and substation: DM. the dimension of the matrix is (n sub1 +```n subm )×n load , power is supplied by corresponding bay when element is 1,load and bay has no connection when element is 0. The sum of each column of the matrix must be 1, which represents there is one and only one bay supplying power for any load. Decision variables are the elements of matrix DM:
The objective function is maximum of the number for unused bay, that number of rows which elements are not 0 is least:
Equation restrictions include :1) There is one and only one bay supplying power for one load;2)load fulfill to bay supplying range.
Inequality restrictions include:1) Load carried by each bay does not exceed its capacity;2) each substation load carried does not exceed its capacity. 
Where PL represents capacity needs for every load; P bay represents capacity of each bay; P sub represent total capacity of each substation.
As the objective function turn into the general form, new integer variables are introduced which number is n and elements are 0 or 1:dmax 1 ,dmax 2```. dmax n .
Constraints are introduced at the same time:dm ij ≤damx i ,i=1...n,j=1```n load . Now, the objective function converts to:
Solving the problem is a binary integer linear programming (ILP) [9] [10] [11] [12] , which includes constraints of： 1) n×(n load +1) integer variables as {0，1}; 2) n×(n load +1)+m inequality constraints; 3) 2×n load equality constraints;
Hierarchical Model
To reduce the scale of the system, the issue is divided into two layers:(1) load clusters are divided depending on the range of power supply for substation. if load belongs to power supply range of multiple substation, there are needs to optimize substation with the target function of substation capacity balanced utilization to obtain cluster Load of corresponding substation, results is illustrated by Fig.3 . (2) For individual substation, based on the capacity of the bay, the objective function is up to the amount of free space to make a strategic decision of connection relation between load and substation and is illustrated by Fig.4 . 
Equality constraints are: 
In summary, essence of outer optimization model is integer quadratic programming(IQP) problem ,which includes constraints of : 1) m×n load integer variable as {0，1}; 2) m inequality constraints; 3)2×n load equality constraints;
Inner planning
Correlation matrix DSM of load and substation can be obtained after solving the outer layer programming. According to original matrix CM, new ownership matrix CBM can be gotten. For a particular substation, inner optimization model is:
The decision variables are elements of matrix DBM
The objective function: 
In summary ,the essence of inner optimization model is binary integer linear programming(ILP) problem, which includes constraint of: 1) n subi ×(n load +1)integer variable as {0，1};
2) n subi ×(n load +1)inequality constraints;
3) 2×nequality constraints
Bay Optimization Algorithm Process Based on Hierarchical Model
In response to these bay optimization problem, applying bay resource optimization algorithm based on hierarchical model to solve the objective function. (5)Solving for inner planning ILP problem to get correlation matrix DBM of load and substation bay.
(6)Output allocation results for bay resource corresponding to load in each substation.
Analysis of Example
There is a region which includes 5 substations,25 load point and a total of 23 bay resource. Available capacity for substation I is 40MW and there are 4 bays, capacity of each bay is in the order of [12,12,12,12](MW);Available capacity for substation II is 60MW and there are 6 bays, capacity of each bay in the order of [12, 12, 12, 12, 8, 8] (MW); Available capacity for substation III is 30MW and there are 4 bays, capacity of each bay in the order of [12, 8, 8, 8] (MW); Available capacity for substation IV is 60MW and there are 6 bays, capacity of each bay in the order of [8, 8, 8, 12, 12 ,12] (MW); Available capacity for substation V is 30MW and there are 6 bays, capacity of each bay in the order of [8, 8, 8, 12, 12 All elements of home range matrix CM of each load point are illustrated by Fig.6 . Attribution matrix SM of load to substation can be obtained according to CM and is illustrated by Fig.7 .
(1)Solving for outer planning Associated decision matrix for load to substation is DSM and all elements are illustrated by Fig.8 .
(2)Solving for inner planning In substation, correlation decision matrix of load and bay are DBM1~DBM5, all elements are illustrated by Fig.9-Fig.13 .According to matrix DBM, number of idle bay is in order of 2,1,2,2,1 in substation I-V. Where line of the matrix represents number of bay. (3) Optimization Results After optimization solution for example ,load allocated to substation I is 23.5MW and load rate is 58.75% with two bays occupied and two bays remained; load allocated to substation II is 35.8MW and load rate is 59.67% with five bays occupied and one bays remained; load allocated to substation III is 18MW and load rate is 60.00% with two bays occupied and two bays remained; load allocated to substation IV is 36MW and load rate is 60% with four bays occupied and two bays remained; load allocated to substation V is 17.7MW and load rate is 59.00% with two bays occupied and one bays remained.
Conclusion
Contrary to shortage of substation bay resources for distribution network in at city center, inter resource optimization algorithm based on hierarchical model is proposed. Outer planning stage, the method optimizes substation load distribution as goal of balanced use of substation capacity and obtain cluster load match with each substation; inner planning stage, connection relation between load and bay is determined with goal of up to the amount of free bay and bay resource optimization configuration program with maximum utilization for substation bay resources can be gotten. Apply the proposed optimization algorithm for a practical example to optimize substation bay resource configuration. The simulation results show the method can use existing bay resource reasonably and fully while combining substation bay power supply capacity. It has important signifi-cance for network planning and construction work to improve the reliability of power supply and distribution network transmission capacity
